**FEATUES AND BENEFITS**

Ideal for sound contractors, mount this bracket on the walls at night clubs, recording studios, home multi-media rooms, schools or just about anywhere! With the included adapter sleeve this wall mount makes for a universal fit 1 3/8" - 1 1/2". Also includes screws for assembly.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Applications:** Mounting small speaker cabinets
- **Weight Capacity:** 80 lbs.
- **Tubing:** 20mm x 40mm rectangular
- **Length of Bracket Arm:** 15 1/2”
  (measured from inside of wall bracket to center of adapter sleeve)
- **Construction:** All-Steel
- **Color:** Black Powder Coat Finish

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Mount to wall with the included lag screws and toggle bolts.
- Side mount support for extra stability and will hold up to 80 lbs.
- Included adapter sleeve fits 1 3/8” - 1 1/2” speaker cabinets.

**COLOR Packaging!**

Our award-winning packaging is eye-catching and supplies all of the product features!

**Ask about our Speaker Stands...**

SS7730
**Classic Speaker Stand**
The steel-aluminum design on this affordable speaker stand make it both lightweight and durable. Use either the 1 3/8" diameter upper shaft of the included 1 1/2" adapter sleeve for a universal fit.

LS/SS7770
**10-Foot Universal Lighting/ Speaker Stand**
This heavy-duty universal stand supports up to 140 lbs. at a maximum height of 10 feet. The reversible upper shaft allows you to use this stand as both a speaker stand or a lighting stand.

**Call The Music People today to place your order**

1-800-289-8889

WEB: On-Stage.com | EMAIL: SalesOSS@MusicPeopleInc.com

On-Stage® is a registered trademark of The Music People, Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.